From the Editors

Our 4th issue covers articles that will be of great interest to our readers in the fields of sociology, architecture, information and document management, public administration and politics, literature and history. Our interdisciplinary periodical presents a wide range of subjects to our readers from different areas who, with their positive feedback, have supported and encouraged us greatly.

Thanks to this great support from our readers, we have decided to give a better service to them and are now offering you an online subscription facility. Furthermore, the periodical has a brand new website now: www.ankaradergisi.org. Receiving a professional consultancy on the subject, we are working on to accelerate the process of our periodical’s accreditation to national and international indexes. Shortly, the periodical will be able to be scanned by very important directory indexes like ULAKBIM and DOAJ. This issue also marks the fulfillment of the pre-requisite of many databases to complete a 2 full year in printing.

We acknowledge our reviewers’, writers’ and valuable readers’ great efforts to raise Journal of Ankara Studies to its highly improved level today.